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Message from the
President

D

emographers and other experts suggest that increasing Canada’s
immigration numbers is one way to solve the problem of our
country’s declining growth rate. There’s also a popular adage
that advises “Children are our future.” If we were to consider
both these mind-sets, it places a double onus on us to ensure that immigrant
children and youth have the tools and supports that will help them to
succeed. Canada’s future may well depend on this.

Newcomer
children
and youth
are among
the most
vulnerable
individuals in
our society.
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Newcomer children and youth are
among the most vulnerable individuals
in our society. When those newcomers
have a first language that is not English or
French, or are refugees this adds another
layer of complexity to their situation.
AMSSA and member agencies are strong
advocates for this group of immigrants.
Now, we’re sharing what we’ve learned
about the challenges, opportunities and
other realities facing newcomer children
and youth.
Our feature stories in this edition of
Cultures West cover trends in newcomer
children, how increasing cultural
capacity in educators helps refugee
students succeed, unique approaches
in Early Childhood Education and the
effect of bi-cultural identity on students’
ability to integrate into the school system.
Throughout the magazine, you’ll
see stories that complement the features
– all intended to help readers view the
issue from diverse perspectives. Learn
more about family dynamics and how
a child’s role in the family can change
after immigrating to Canada, as well as
the many challenges that newcomer

children and youth face. Read personal
perspectives from youth on successful
initiatives to help peers build connections
and enjoy a smoother integration process.
Be encouraged by a report which confirms
that refugee youth don’t typically join
gangs and a heartwarming story that
details how one high school is literally
paving the way for immigrant students
to thrive.
Readers who are avid Cultures West fans
will notice that we’re sporting a fresh look
to reflect AMSSA’s new brand. Despite
the facelift, our regular departments are
still intact. Find out how much you know
about newcomer issues with the Mind
Buster Quiz, celebrate AMSSA Member
Achievements and check out additional
information about newcomer children and
youth under Resources. Our closing Post
Script article revisits the topic of Human
Trafficking that we covered in the previous
Cultures West with an encouraging status
report.
On behalf of AMSSA, I hope that
you find the stories we present inspiring,
enlightening and perhaps even provocative.
Carol Wutzke, President
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Newcomer families experience changing
family dynamics
Excerpt from AMSSA Newcomer Children Information Exchange (ANCIE) Bulletin, February 2011

B

efore we can begin to talk about
newcomer children, we must
consider family dynamics.
Each family is unique, and a
number of different factors influence a
child’s overall development, including
family structure, culture, values, beliefs,
language, health, education and location.
After arrival to Canada, family dynamics
may shift or evolve in unexpected ways
from what they were before immigration
to Canada. It may be difficult to cope in
a new environment due to lack of family
or social networks, especially for those
coming from community-centred cultures.

Settlement process
After the “honeymoon” phase of
immigration is over, the reality of a new
country sinks in. The process can cause

4
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stress in families, and a number of factors
may affect the process, such as:
tlanguage/communication
tlack of recognition of parents’
professional credentials
tlong work hours
tlack of affordable child care, especially
for parents working night shifts
tpoverty
tseparation from extended friends
tdiscrimination or misunderstandings
about cultural norms (e.g. attitudes or
approaches to discipline)
tburnout or isolation
tspeed of integration.

Culture
Newcomer families need to manoeuvre
between two cultures. Parenting styles or
expectations may be different, and they
may have difficulty adapting or blending
the good from both cultures.
While a child’s right to play a role
in decision-making is acceptable in
Canadian culture, it may not be as readily
accepted in other cultures. Children may
be considered “recipients” in the family
rather than leaders or decision-makers.
Newcomer parents may also worry
that their children will lose the cultural
traditions of their birth countries if they
integrate “too much” into Canadian
society. However, exposure to different
cultures enables children to develop biculturally or multiculturally, allowing them
to operate in two or more cultures.

Vol 29, No. 2: Winter 2011/12

For example, a child may act in one
way at school and another way at home,
integrating expectations of their families,
school and friends.

Grandparents in parenting roles
For many newcomer families, grandparents
typically act as the primary caregiver while
parents work. There is often inconsistency
between the parenting styles of parents
and grandparents. Grandparents also have
to deal with their own increasing physical
demands as they grow older. Supports
are often available to parents, but few
are available for grandparents who play
primary caregiver roles.

Role reversal/power shift
A large number of immigrants and
refugees are not fluent in English,
and therefore have difficulty accessing
mainstream information. Some newcomer
parents are not even literate in their
mother tongue. Newcomer children have
the opportunity to learn English, literacy
skills and Canadian customs when they
enter the school system, and often develop
English language skills faster than their
parents. This can lead to shifts in family
power dynamics, as children may become
the translator for daily communication in
stores, with schools or during community
activities. Children may even be placed in
difficult or inappropriate situations, such
as translating for doctors, government
officials or legal services.
As newcomer children receive
information about Canadian culture,
policies and services through schools, they
often have a better understanding of them
than their parents. Some children use this
information to increase their power in
their relationships with their families. For
example, they may misinform their parents
about homework or report cards, or they
may even threaten to call the police or
child protection if their parents choose to
discipline them or refuse to give them what
they want. Shifts in power dynamics can
put strain on relationships between parents
and children, as the role of the parent
changes from authority figure to dependent.
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Tips for service providers

r Avoid stereotyping cultures, as there is diversity within each
cultural group. Make sure interventions meet individual needs.

r Mention similarities before talking about differences. Provide
opportunities for all parents, including Canadian-born parents,
to discuss their child-rearing values with other parents in a nonjudgemental way.

r Personally welcome participants. Introduce new participants
to someone from their culture or who speaks their language. If
this is not possible, try to find something else parents have in
common.

r Families may require intensive help in the beginning, but their
needs will change as they learn and benefit from services.

r Integrate services where family members (children, youth,
parents, grandparents) are engaged in programs together.

r Role-play situations and use communicative and visual tools.
Printed material may not be particularly effective with some
newcomer families.

r Provide culturally appropriate support. Integrate cultural
diversity concepts in every day programming, not just for
special celebrations.

r Adapt your program to respect various holidays and
accommodate practices such as food restrictions. For example,
some religions prohibit the consumption of pork.

r Physical settings can reflect diversity through pictures, seating
arrangements (chair and floor seating), multilingual signs,
bilingual story books or cultural toys.

r Be open to learning from newcomer parents, as they know their
children and cultures best.

r It is important to emphasize that there is no “best way” to raise
a child. Parents need to be comfortable and consistent with the
decisions they make.

r Avoid evaluating a child’s development based on his/her
language abilities or behaviour.

r Respond to discriminatory comments quickly. Make it clear that
such comments are not appropriate.

r There is no single best approach. Each program, area or family
will have its own unique needs.
Reprinted with permission from AMSSA Newcomer Children Information
Exchange (ANCIE) Bulletin, February 2011.
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Mind Buster

quiz

ɱ Among recent immigrant families, the median
family income is less than non-immigrant
families. How much lower is it?
a) 35%
b) 42%
c) 56%
d) 61%

ɲ

Newcomers, especially those from nonEuropean countries, tend to have a higher level
of physical health when they first arrive to
Canada, compared to Canadian-born residents.
Once in Canada their health status …
a) remains about the same
b) improves considerably
c) tends to decline over time

ɳ Between 2004 and 2008, what percentage of
refugees was under the age of 12?
a) 20%
b) 24%
c) 30%
d) 34%

ɴ In structuring culturally appropriate supports

for immigrant children and their families,
which of the following is not recommended for
service providers?
a) discussing similarities before talking about
differences
b) adapting programs to respect various holidays
and accommodate practices such as food
restrictions
c) evaluating a child’s development based on his/her
language abilities or behaviour
d) being open to learning from newcomer parents,
as they know their children and cultures best
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ɵ In Canada, what percentage of children from
recent immigrant families lives in poverty?
a) 18%
b) 28%
c) 38%
d) 48%

ɶ In Canada refugee children who attend school are
considered international students.
a) True
b) False

ɷ Which of the following is not true for preliterate
students?
a) little or no experience with print.
b) performance that is significantly below grade level
c) insufficient English to attempt tasks
d) literacy in native language

ɸ In which three Greater Vancouver municipalities,
do visible minorities make up a majority of the
population?
a) Burnaby, Richmond and Surrey
b) Burnaby, Richmond and Vancouver
c) Richmond, Surrey and Vancouver

Answers on page 26
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Trends in immigrant and temporary
resident children
By Leslyn V. Johnson with data from the report Immigrant and Temporary Resident Children in BC

T

he harsh winter was gradually
thawing out when Ronald
arrived in Vancouver to start
a new job with a technology
company. His work permit allowed his
family to join him from Guyana, and
a few months later his wife Sharon and
eight year old son Kyle did just that.
While Ron adjusted to the Canadian
corporate culture, Kyle started school in
New Westminster and Sharon found a
settlement agency that helped her learn
more about life in Canada.
Kyle is one of some 10,065 temporary
foreign children who arrived in BC in
2009. Whether children come to Canada
as dependants of immigrants or come
to study, they may face challenges in
integrating into Canadian society. For
example, language could be a barrier for
them to integrate into society. Immigrant
child arrivals to BC have lower official
language ability than the national average.

In 2009 by country of citizenship, Mexico was the
top source country for Humanitarian children to
BC at 37% followed by the United States (14%),
Hungary (9%), Afghanistan (3%) and Colombia (3%).

Immigrant child and temporary resident
child arrivals to BC, 2009
%BUB4PVSDF$JUJ[FOTIJQBOE*NNJHSBUJPO
Canada, flow or entries

New immigrant child arrivals to BC
BC welcomes approximately 40,000 new
immigrants each year, and approximately
one in five are children, which is
comparable with the national share.
Between 2005–2009, most of the 7,900
children who arrived came as dependents
under the Economic immigration class.
Other children came to BC as
International Students, Humanitarian
Cases and Other Temporary Residents.
Between 2005 and 2009, approximately
82,000 temporary residents arrived
annually in BC and approximately 5,900
were children. A large proportion of
temporary resident children arrived as
International Students.

8
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Immmigrant Child and Temporary Resident Children Arrivals to BC, 2000 – 2009

Top 5 source countries for international
student children in BC (2009)
%BUB4PVSDF$JUJ[FOTIJQBOE
Immigration Canada, stock on
%FDFNCFSTU
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Temporary resident children in BC

Whether children come
to Canada as dependants
of immigrants or come
to study, they may face
challenges in integrating
into Canadian society.

In 2009, there were 142,564 temporary
residents in BC and 7.0% of them were
children like Kyle. Of the temporary
resident children, 63% were International
Students, 31% Other Temporary
Residents and 6% Humanitarian
Population.
International student children
In 2009, there were 55,508 International
Students in BC and 11% of them were
children, which was higher than the
national average of 8%. The number of
International Student children in BC
doubled in the ten years since 2000 from
3,117 to 6,304 in 2009.
International Student children came
from over 80 countries but two-thirds
were from South Korea. The top five
source countries were South Korea (64%),
United Kingdom (5%), Taiwan (3%),
Mexico (3%), and the United States (3%).
Other Temporary Resident Children
In 2009, 26% of the Other Temporary
Residents in BC were children, which was
slightly lower than the national average.
The 3,102 Other Temporary Resident
children in BC has increased five-fold
between 2000 and 2009.
Children accounted for 5,634 of the
Humanitarian cases in BC in 2009. All
of the BC Humanitarian child cases were
Refugee Claimants.
Canada uses the country of last
permanent residence to determine the
source countries for International Students
or Immigrants. For Humanitarian cases
the country of citizenship more accurately
reflects source country as some refugee
claimants transit through another country
before entering Canada. In 2009 by
country of citizenship, Mexico was the top
source country for Humanitarian children
to BC at 37% followed by the United
States (14%), Hungary (9%), Afghanistan
(3%) and Colombia (3%).
Reprinted with permission from Policy
%FDJTJPO4VQQPSU#SBODI .JOJTUSZ
of Regional Economic and Skills
%FWFMPQNFOU'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOTFF
www.WelcomeBC.ca/facts_and_trends
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Cultural competency in school staff is
key to refugee students’ success
Excerpt form the report Students from Refugee Backgrounds: A guide for Teachers and Schools

M

any cultures in the
world are represented
in the population of
British Columbia. In
each cultural group, traditional beliefs,
values, and customs may be retained to
varying degrees by different individuals.
Factors such as social class, religion,
level of education, and rural or
urban region of origin in the home
country contribute to differences
within immigrant groups. These
factors influence:
tthe beliefs of the student and
the student’s family about
teaching and learning
ttheir expectations of teachers
and school staff
ttheir willingness to seek help.
While learning the English
language is essential, children and
youth from refugee backgrounds
have additional needs that may
impact their ability to benefit
from our school system. Coming
to a new country and adjusting
to a new way of life can be difficult and
frightening. Older immigrant youth
may be particularly challenged by
starting life in a new country. The first
year or two are very important. Schools
can smooth the adjustment process
by providing suitable services and
programs for these students. School staff
have the opportunity to make positive
first impressions on families and set up
students for early success.

Roles of school staff
Teachers can begin to have a positive
impact as soon as children and youth
with refugee experience arrive by
establishing and maintaining a positive,
welcoming climate. Much of the

10
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children’s introduction to school life
and early relationship building may take
place in the classroom with the support
of the teacher, other school staff, and
peers. It is important to recognize that
teachers may not have all the necessary
training to help the child deal with
traumatic experiences. To best support

the child, teachers should be one part of
a team made up of various professionals:
tthe principal
counsellors and/or other student
support staff who may be accessed
through the district’s support services
department, school administrators, or
existing school based teams
tEnglish as a Second Language (ESL)
teachers
tsettlement workers
tintegration support teachers.
Principals have a leadership role
to play, ensuring that students are
provided with the support they need
and that the school is a welcoming
place for all students. Counsellors can

assist with information and support in
understanding the emotional needs of
the student and can assist with referral
to youth mental health services and
other community support agencies.
The ESL specialist teachers, along
with classroom teachers, can play
significant roles in helping refugee
children and youth learn
English, adjust to a new way
of life in a new country, and
achieve success in school. As
well, settlement workers offer
information and support services
to immigrant students and their
families, helping to smooth their
transition into a new school and
community. Integration support
teachers can provide classroom
teachers with teaching strategies,
behaviour management support,
and assistance with adaptation
and modification of materials.
It is important for school
staff to be presented with
professional development and
in-service opportunities geared toward
understanding and addressing the
unique needs of immigrants from
refugee backgrounds. Local immigrant
and refugee-serving agencies have
expertise that may help
When working toward the goal of
providing specialized and additional
services to students from refugee
backgrounds, educators should keep in
mind that the majority will eventually
integrate into grade-level classes.
When integrated, they will follow the
prescribed curriculum of the Ministry of
Education, and they will be expected to
perform to the same standards as their
English-speaking peers.
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Principals have a leadership role to play, ensuring that students are provided with
the support they need and that the school is a welcoming place for all students.

SUGGESTED STRATEGIES FOR ORIENTATION TO THE SCHOOL
For Students

r introduce the school system gradually

rQSPWJEFBUPVSPGUIFTDIPPMBOEHSPVOET QPTTJCMZTVQQPSUFECZBWJTVBM
aid, such as a map
rQSPWJEFBDDFTTJCMFJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFTDIPPM TVDIBTJOGPSNBUJPOJOUIF
student’s first language where available
rQSPWJEFBOJOUSPEVDUJPOUPUIFTVSSPVOEJOHOFJHICPVSIPPE BOEBNBQ
rDPOTJEFSVTJOHBUSBOTMBUPSEVSJOHJOJUJBMDPOUBDU
rHFUUPLOPXQBSFOUTBOETJCMJOHT
rFOTVSFUIBUTVQQPSUTFSWJDFTBSFJOQMBDF
rQSPWJEFBCVEEZGPSUIFOFXTUVEFOU
rNJOJNJ[FUIFOVNCFSPGUFBDIFSTGPSUIFTUVEFOU JGQPTTJCMF
rQSPWJEFBOBTTJHOFEMPDLFSPSDPNQBSUNFOUTUPSBHFTQBDF
rQSPWJEFBTNBMMFSDMBTTJOBUMFBTUPOFDJSDVNTUBODFXIFSFQPTTJCMF
rLFFQTUVEFOUTJOGPSNFEBCPVUFWFOUTBUTDIPPMTPUIFZGFFMJODMVEFE
rVTFDPOTJTUFOUNFTTBHJOHBCPVUBQQSPQSJBUFCFIBWJPVS

For Parents

r introduce parents to the classroom teacher, settlement worker and/or

multicultural worker, or principal
rDPOTJEFSVTJOHBUSBOTMBUPSEVSJOHJOJUJBMDPOUBDU
rQMBOŅSTUMBOHVBHFGPSVNTGPSQBSFOUT XJUIIFMQGVMTDIPPMBOEDPNNVOJUZ
information
rQSPWJEFBDDFTTJCMFJOGPSNBUJPOPODVMUVSBMBOETDIPPMPSJFOUBUJPO 
including some in the parents’ first language where available.

This article is an excerpt from the 2009 report Students from Refugee Backgrounds:
"(VJEFGPS5FBDIFSTBOE4DIPPMT, and reprinted with permission from British Columbia
Ministry of Education. To read the full report which includes understanding the refugee
experience, emotional considerations, how to make classrooms more welcoming and
available resources, see www.bced.gov.bc.ca/esl/refugees_teachers_guide.pdf
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Key points to consider
Many children and youth from refugee
backgrounds were born and/or raised in
refugee camps and have had little or no
formal schooling. They need extensive
orientation. There are a number of things
we take for granted that may be foreign
for these students. The starting point for
learning may be as fundamental as coping
with the expectations of performing a
task, or behaving in a set way. Below are
examples of things with which children
and youth from refugee backgrounds may
be unfamiliar. School staff may need to
help and mentor students so the students
understand and become accustomed to
these conventions:
tusing North American bathroom
facilities
opening
and closing doors
t
twaiting in line
twaiting one’s turn
tsitting still
tspeaking one person at a time
tstaying in one room for long periods
of time
tstaying in school for long periods of
time
tunderstanding common non-verbal
cues
recognizing
the letters of the alphabet
t
in any language
trecognizing that information in English
is organized left to right, top to bottom
tholding a writing instrument
tusing a book; copying passages from an
original source
tusing technology, such as cell phones
and computers
tunderstanding the concept of
mathematics
taccomplishing simple arithmetic.
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Reflecting on challenges faced by
newcomer children and youth
by Dr. Yaya de Andrade

I

ntegration is a multi-faceted response
that involves one’s ability to cope
with unfamiliarity, challenges, and
losses. It is also a process that forces
people to see how they can improve and
change. Newcomers learn about resources
available to them, and meet people who
assist them to adjust to a routine (school,
work), and to aspects of life in their new
community (language, sites, rules). There
are no “normal” ways to integrate, and
there are many ways to help newcomers,
especially children and youth.
Depending on age and maturity,
children will be excited with new
surroundings. They will feel welcome at
school and enjoy meeting new people.
Their parents may be overwhelmed with
the many opportunities their children
have. While some newcomers find it
challenging to cope with the demands of

their new context, others feel out of place,
and others deny their losses and difficulties
for a long time.
If you’re in the role of assisting
newcomers in any capacity, it’s important
that you talk openly and honestly about the
challenges of integrating to a new life and
speaking a new language. Encourage them to
enjoy whatever activities they can. Be patient,
and remember that grief and feeling “foreign”
in even within their home is difficult. Be
aware of triggers. Be curious about the skills
and abilities they bring and can share.
There is no right or wrong way to
integrate into a community. It is a myth
that newcomers must feel at home within
a given period of time. Some may put on
a brave front and say that all is fine, that
they understand everyone. However, being
able to share concerns makes it much
easier for them to integrate.

In Canada children and youth at
school have counsellors and multicultural
workers who speak their language. These
workers can use a variety of creative
methods. For example, after the tsunami in
Sri Lanka, I was working with a child who
had lost his siblings, a parent, and many
friends. He told me that he wanted to do
something that he remembered as a being
fun, and I was able to make him a kite.
Being able to facilitate the joy of
happiness with a simple act is the most
rewarding gift you can give to someone
who does not feel at home.
Dr. Yaya de Andrade participates in
multidisciplinary projects locally and
abroad. She enjoys meeting and working
collaboratively with people from diverse
ethnicities and fields of work, directly
assisting them, training and coordinating
services after traumatic events.

A simple, familiar activity brings joy in an unfamiliar surrounding

12
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Member Ach
Society for Intercultural Education, Training
and Research (SIETAR BC)

Kamloops Immigrant Services
Rural Community Outreach Service
Ten rural communities in the Kamloops area are becoming
linked through a rural community outreach service that is
intended to raise diversity awareness. Through an initiative of
the Welcoming and Inclusive Communities and Workplace
Program, each of the communities will manage their own web
page on www.welcomethompsonnicola.com.
The rural outreach service is built on the knowledge
that immigrants face unique challenges with relocating to
rural communities. Its goal is to inform rural residents of the
opportunities and benefits of welcoming newcomers regardless
of their origin. As community awareness increases, participating
communities are expected to provide a welcoming atmosphere
when encouraging newcomers to relocate to rural settings.
Kamloops Immigrant Services hopes that through the outreach
service, rural areas will see the actual benefit of immigrant
newcomers settling in their community.
Funded in part through a Community Gaming Grant, the
program will reduce myths about immigrants and encourage
residents to be objective about immigration issues.
For more information please contact Paul Lagace at
250.372.0855 or visit www.immigrantservices.ca/.

Its goal is to inform rural residents of the
opportunities and benefits of welcoming
newcomers regardless of their origin.
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Networking and Informational Events with an
Intercultural Focus
SIETAR BC’s primary goal is to support a truly inclusive
multicultural society by promoting cooperative interactions and
effective communication among peoples of diverse cultures, races
and ethnic groups.
SIETAR BC regularly hosts public sessions that both
pique members’ interest and share knowledge. Over the past
year members learned about documentary film as an identity
tool, had dialogues with refugees, networked with local and
international interculturalists, and met aboriginal artists who use
their art to connect to each other and the environment.
Each of the events stimulated discussion and provided insight
into how a diverse community can come together to explore
issues and face challenges. Best of all, the events taught members
how to push past their comfort zones to successfully build
connections within their communities and networks, and helped
them to promote cooperative interaction and communication.
For more information about SIETAR BC and details about
their Annual General Meeting in January 2012, please visit
www.sietar.bc.ca/.

Each of the events stimulated discussion
and provided insight into how a
diverse community can come together
to explore issues and face challenges.
Vernon and District Immigrant Services
Society (VDISS)
Inter-Faith Bridging Project
The Inter-Faith Bridging Project provides a unique and safe space
to discuss different faiths. This past November, 35 community
members participated in a workshop to learn about dialogue
from Dr. Joanna Ashworth, a former director of dialogue at
SFU. Inter-faith facilitators who received dialogue training in
November, will lead faith-based art workshops in February.
Workshops may include drumming, prayer shawl knitting,
music, dancing, woodcarving, meditation, storytelling and
painting. Facilitators belong to different faiths, such as First
Nations, Sikh, Buddhist, Baha’i, Hindu, Muslim, and Christian.
Other planned inter-faith events are the “Faith Café,” booths and
discussion panel at The Diversity Health Fair and a Pot-Luck
Gala. The Inter-Faith Bridging Project is funded by EmbraceBC
and the Ministry of Social Development and Minister
Responsible for Multiculturalism.
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ievements
South Okanagan Immigrant & Community
Services (SOICS)
Settlement Worker in Schools (SWIS) Program Brings
Cultures Together
School District #53 is located in rural, agricultural South
Okanagan Similkameen and is a wonderful mix of Aboriginal,
European pioneer families and immigrants mostly from the
Punjab region of India.
The district’s SWIS program is starting the Diversity Quilt
project in elementary schools to increase cultural understanding
and respect for diversity. Working with Double O Quilters, a
local quilting group, the project will develop a multiculturalism,
diversity and anti-racism lesson plan aimed at building bridges
and connections.
The Diversity Quilt project asks students to consider what
makes them different and unique from others, and how those
differences help to create more interesting and vibrant classrooms
and communities.
Each student will work with volunteers from the Oliver
Double O Quilters and will produce their own Diversity Quilt
square, based on their cultural identities and their ideas around
how diversity produces a more interesting community. Once the
individual squares are completed, students will work together to
decide how their quilt will be assembled and displayed in their
communities.

Settlement Orientation Services (SOS)
READY
Refugee claimants who are getting ready to have their hearing
can now access a resource to help calm their anxiety. The READY
committee is made up of participants from Kinbrace (Salsbury
Community Services), SOS and a refugee lawyer, and works in
collaboration with the Immigration & Refugee Board (IRB).
During the tour, a Tribunal Officer from the IRB walks
participants through the steps in a hearing, explains what will
happen and answers questions. Kinbrace or SOS provides a host
to guide participants through the preparation and ensures that
staff interpreters are on hand. Claimants also receive a printed
step-by-step guide.
Like 60% of claimants, one SOS client was fleeing an abusive
situation. By taking the tour, she gained enough confidence
to represent herself at the hearing without a lawyer and was
accepted.
This year READY received a grant from the BC Law
Foundation to prepare a new guide in five languages to address
the changes resulting from Refugee Reform. In addition the
program will present ten workshops for frontline staff. This work
is in tandem with a University of Ottawa project to help people
understand the new 15-day interview process.
For information on READY, contact Fran at 604.328.3132
or ready@kinbrace.ca.
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Women Against Violence Against Women
(WAVAW)
Raise It Up Instructional Framework
WAVAW’s Raise It Up Youth Program will soon be in a high
school near you. Raise It Up is an innovative violence prevention
program that educates young people about the root causes of
violence and empowers them to actively create change in their
community. The program provides youth with the tools to be
“up”standers and not “by”standers. Youth learn strategies to stand
up when they see sexism, racism, classism, etc. or anytime they
feel someone is being treated unfairly.
The free-of-charge instructional framework was developed
to be easily integrated into any existing school curriculum. Raise
It Up has already been introduced to a few Lower Mainland
high schools, and presented at the National Association for
Multicultural Education International Conference in Chicago.
With support from the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor
General, WAVAW is now able to expand the reach of this
program into more Lower Mainland high schools. Interested
educators from around BC may contact Ariana Barer at
604.255.6228 ext.237 or ariana@wavaw.ca.

The program provides
youth with the tools to
be ‘up’ standers and
not ‘by’ standers.
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Study reveals unique approaches in
Early Childhood Education for
immigrant and refugee children
Excerpt from Promising Practices in Early Childhood Education

S

ince 2007, there has been a general increase of service
models for British Columbia’s rapidly increasing
immigrant and refugee child population and, in
particular, an increase of Early Childhood Education
(ECE) programs. These programs are partially a response to the
nuanced issues faced by immigrant and refugee children and their
families.
While there is a range of innovative approaches and models of
ECE programs, they are largely unaccounted for within existing
reviews of ECE programming. To fill this gap, The Affiliation of
Multicultural Societies and Service Agencies of BC (AMSSA) in
partnership with the University of British Columbia undertook
a research study to capture the ‘Promising Practices’ of ECE
programs for immigrant and refugee children.
Drawing on the perspectives of Early Childhood Education
(ECE) coordinators, managers and educators working with
immigrant and refugee children and their families, research
findings highlight the key themes facing practitioners and the
populations they work with in British Columbia. Using the
terminology Promising Practices, the final report captures the
unique approaches that they take to successfully achieve their
program goals.
The Promising Practices and accompanying themes are
divided into two sections – Promising Practices for managers
and coordinators and Promising Practices for educators. While
the report provides useful information on ‘what’ the key themes
and promising practices are in ECE with immigrant and refugee
populations, it is not intended to guide the reader in ‘how’ to
execute the promising practice. It does offer several suggestions
on how those committed to ECE with immigrant and refugee
children and their families can use it as a reference. This
document can:
tBTTJTUXPSLFSTJOJEFOUJGZJOHUIFNFTQSFTFOUJOUIFJS&$&
practice and learn about the Promising Practices in relation to
that theme
tTFSWFBTBTUBSUJOHQPJOUGPSDPXPSLFSTUPJEFOUJGZUIFNFT
that are present in their program and that they may want to
improve upon as a team
tCFVTFEXJUIJO&$&UFBNTUPJEFOUJGZTVDDFTTFTBOEXIBUB
Promising Practice looks like in their ECE context
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tCFBDDFTTFEPOBOBTOFFECBTJTUPESBXPOUIFSFTPVSDFTMJTUFE
in the last section
tDPNQMJNFOUFYJTUJOHUSBJOJOHGPS&$&XPSLFST
Following are some of the key findings and recommendations of
the report.
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Promising Practices of ECE managers and
coordinators who specialize in serving immigrant
and refugee children and their families
I: Establishing a Supportive Environment for your Staff
tBOPSHBOJ[FEBOEFêFDUJWFXPSLFOWJSPONFOU
tTUBêGFFMWBMVFEGPSUIFJSFYQFSUJTF
tTUBêIBWFUIFDBQBDJUZUPEFBMXJUIJTTVFTBTUIFZBSJTF
tTUBêGFFMFNPUJPOBMMZTVQQPSUFEJOUIFJSEBZUPEBZXPSL
tTUBêIBWFJODSFBTFEDBQBDJUZUPTVQQPSUJNNJHSBOUBOESFGVHFF
children and their families according to their specific needs
Promising Practice 1: Clarity of roles
Promising Practice 2: Working as a team
Promising Practice 3: Understanding immigrant and refugee
children and their families
II: Establishing a Supportive Environment for Immigrant
and Refugee Children and their Families
tDIJMESFOBOEUIFJSGBNJMJFTGFFMFNPUJPOBMMZTVQQPSUFE
tDIJMESFOBOEUIFJSGBNJMJFTGFFMUIBUUIFQSPHSBNJTBQQMJDBCMF
to their lives
tDIJMESFOBOEUIFJSGBNJMJFTEFWFMPQLOPXMFEHFBOETLJMMTUP
thrive in their new context
tJODSFBTFEPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDIJMESFOBOEUIFJSGBNJMJFTMFBSOJOH
tTUBêEFWFMPQìFYJCJMJUZBOESFTJMJFODFUPEFBMXJUIJTTVFTBTUIFZ
arise
Promising Practice 1: Meeting needs “in the moment”
Promising Practice 2: Client centred model
Promising Practice 3: Using “space” to enhance programmatic
goals
III: Understanding Immigrant and Refugee Children and
their Families
tLOPXMFEHFPGIJTUPSJDBM QPMJUJDBM BOETPDJBMDPOUFYUGSPN
which immigrant and refugee children and their families have
arrived and how that may impact their current conditions
tDVSSJDVMBSNPEFMTUIBUBSFTFOTJUJWFUPUIFWVMOFSBCJMJUJFTPG
immigrant and refugee children and their families
tVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIFDVMUVSBMDPOUFYUTJOXIJDIJNNJHSBOUBOE
refugee children and their families feel most supported
tIBWJOHDPOTJTUFOUNFBTVSFTJOQMBDFUPBTTFTTJNNJHSBOUBOE
refugee children and their families’ progress

Promising Practices of ECE front-line work with
immigrant and refugee children and their families
I: Practicing ECE Principles with Immigrant and Refugee
Children and their Families
tGPTUFSQBSFOUBMJOWPMWFNFOUJOJNNJHSBOUBOESFGVHFFDIJMET
life
tXJMMJOHOFTTUPMFUMFBSOJOHCFBUXPXBZBDUJWJUZ
tCFQBUJFOUXJUIUIFDVSSJDVMBSQSPDFTTBOEVOFYQFDUFEUVSOT
along the way
tCFDVSJPVT IVNCMF TFOTJUJWF ìFYJCMF BOEQBUJFOU
Promising Practice 1: Repetition and modeling as education
Promising Practice 2: Be patient, observe, listen, learn
Promising Practice 3: Flexibility and openness to learning
Promising Practice 4: Placing the caregiver as the ‘first’ educator
in the child’s life
II: Being an Ally to Immigrant and Refugee Children and
their Families
tCFDVSJPVTBCPVUUIFJSDVMUVSF GBNJMZ DPNNVOJUZ BOE
methods of child rearing
tSFTQFDUGBNJMJFTWBMVFESJWFOBQQSPBDIFTUPDIJMESFBSJOH
tCFBXBSFPGUIFJTTVFTUIBUBSFNPTUDFOUSBMUPUIFMJWFTPGUIF
families you work with
tFTUBCMJTIUSVTUBOEDSFBUFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSDIJMESFOBOEUIFJS
caregivers to approach you
Promising Practice 1: Educating not labeling
Promising Practice 2: Respecting boundaries
Promising Practice 3: Identifying and acknowledging trauma

Promising Practice 1: Drawing on the knowledge and expertise
of immigrant and refugee children and their families
Promising Practice 2: It takes a village to raise a child!
Promising Practice 3: Monitoring immigrant and refugee
children’s progress/successes
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Neonology – a funky movement that
creates awareness and builds connections
by Sioned Dyer

Made me
realize that I
accept things I
shouldn’t

It was awesome that
you listened to us
instead of just talking

I liked the
activities and felt
very included
with everything

Very fun, inclusive and
enlightening! What you
do is very inspiring!
Keep doing your thing!

Youth quotes about Neonology

N

eonology is a unique
welcoming and inclusive
program for youth. It dissects
how discrimination affects
their social relationships and impacts how
their identity develops in their formative
years. Neonology creates a more inclusive
community that invites youth to genuinely
connect and engage with each other.
The program is delivered in a format
of interactive workshops where facilitators
encourage critical discussions about the
influence of media on youth stereotypes,
inclusion, and the many layers of
oppression. The interactive educational
workshops are successful because of the
facilitators’ ability to establish a safe and
respectful space for youth to share their
experiences.
The facilitators present innovative
activities to encourage and support youth’s
divergent thinking about issues of diversity
and how it impacts everyone on a daily
basis.
The philosophy behind the program
is ‘meeting youth where they are at’.
Therefore, there is a strong presence online
(www.neonology.ca) and with social media
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(Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube). In these
venues, youth have a space to connect with
each other and with youth workers to get
support or information.
Each student workshop, engages
youth and encourages them to start Neon
Initiative Clubs at their schools. These
clubs are not “multicultural clubs” and
do not promote themes of “welcoming
and inclusive communities.” However,
inclusion results naturally when youth from
all cultural backgrounds and walks of life
work together on a common objective.
Neon Initiative Clubs operate successfully at
five secondary schools on the North Shore.
Some of the initiatives students in the Neon
Clubs have created include:
tiɨF.BTL"OBMPHZwBOUJSBDJTNNVTJD
video (available at www.neonology.ca)
tGVOESBJTFSGPSUIFA.PWFNCFSDBNQBJHO
(raising money for Prostate Cancer
research)
tGVOESBJTFSUPCVJMETDIPPMTJO,FOZB
tFOWJSPONFOUBMDMFBOVQT BUUIF
Lonsdale Quay and in Richmond.
Since March of 2009, more than
1,760 students on the North Shore have
participated in a Neonology presentation.

In addition, there have been ten parent
workshops, six teacher’s workshops, a
forum for the North Shore Youth Front
Line Workers and a presentation to the
North Shore Family Court Youth Justice
Committee.
Funded by WelcomeBC, the Neonology
program has also been recognized in the
Greater Vancouver area as an innovative and
effective anti-racism program. Workshops
have been presented at Richmond and
Burnaby high schools, and Neonology
was one of three keynote presentations at
Simon Fraser University’s “What Can Youth
Do?” symposium. Staff also presented at
the “Circle of Caring” youth and childcare
conference in Richmond.
In September 2010, the Affiliation of
Multicultural Societies and Service Agencies
(AMSSA) recognized the North Shore
Multicultural Society’s Youth Department
with the Riasat Ali Khan Award for
promoting diversity in the community
through the Neonology program.
Sioned DyerJTB:PVUI%FWFMPQNFOU
Worker with the North Shore
Multicultural Society.
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Youth perspectives on the challenges and
opportunities of newcomer youth integration
by Verdann Evans & Peter Wanyenya

A

dults can never be quite
sure what will happen
when they give youth
access to media training
and resources. Yet when those youth are
mostly underrepresented, socially and
economically marginalized, media can
become a powerful tool for social change.
That’s exactly what happened with the
YouthMADE (Youth Media Arts Diversity
Empowerment and Education).
Sponsored by Access To Media
Education Society’s (AMES), youth
participants produced media pieces
that challenged discriminatory media
representations. Then they took it a step
further. After the training, several youth
took on the challenge of using the media
pieces to begin courageous conversations in
anti-discrimination workshops at primary,
secondary and post secondary schools,
and community and settlement centres.
Between January 2011 and May 2011,
1700 young people and 100
educators across BC participated
in our workshops.
Interestingly, our team’s
work with newcomer youth was
among the most complex. Some
settlement workers reported
recently arrived youth saying
things like, “before I came to
Canada I was dark and fat,
now I’m white and skinny” and
“that’s so gay.” As a result of the

workshops, we were able to understand
where these comments were coming
from. The youth were denying their own
reality for fear of bringing attention to
themselves and being ostracized. Despite
this, we were able to engage these youth
in rich discussions using video, kinesthetic
activities, and reflection exercises. We
spoke about their personal struggles with
integration, and ours with colonization,
racism, gender/sexuality discrimination
and immigration. They were consistently
surprised to learn that one of us immigrated
to Canada as a stateless person, and the
other is a status-less Indigenous person
unable to receive any formal identification
despite being native to the land.
Some settlement workers were
unwilling to talk about these issues.
They suggested that we not talk about
inequalities in Canada, but instead focus on
what Canada has to offer new immigrants.
That’s completely true from a settlement

perspective. We had a different objective.
We wanted to highlight the difficulties
of both integration and inclusion by
demonstrating that these issues were not
exclusive to newcomers, but faced by many
Canadians.
Nonetheless, opportunities for positive
change do exist. An important one might
be training service workers to explore
systemic forces of oppression that foster
inequality, such as racism and homophobia.
Another consideration might be validating
newcomer youth experiences when they
encounter these social forces. We also
found that peer-to-peer mentorship in
these issues worked well, because it seemed
more comfortable. Youth were interested
in “taking action.” Finally, we believe
that the appropriate tools and support
can encourage newcomer youth to push
forward the ideals of inclusivity and social
equity for all Canadians.
Verdann Evans is Okanagan and
Cherokee and has been involved
JO:PVUI."%&BTBXPSLTIPQ
facilitator.
Peter Wanyenya is a first
generation Canadian, who has
CFFOJOWPMWFEJO:PVUI."%&BTB
workshop facilitator and Outreach
Coordinator.

The beats of our hearts match the beat of a drum,
The same sweet sound that pounded the earth, for generations to come.
Invasion and persuasion, silenced our song,
But the elders knew this would not be for too long.
Unspoken and unheard, we must make a choice,
To stand up undeterred, let everyone share their voice.
Say your name; repay reclaim, remember your commutes,
Take pride but not denial of our families’ roots.
Vol 29, No. 2: Winter 2011/12
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Immigrant and refugee youth join
Canada but not gangs
by Nathalie Lozano

Y

outh newcomers face many
challenges when they first
arrive to Canada. Society
and the media tend to judge
these immigrants as unsettled, isolated and
traumatized adolescents whose language
and other cultural barriers eventually lead
them to criminal activity. The assumption
is that gang members prey on vulnerable
newcomers who yearn to fit in with their
peers in their new communities.
Not so according to the report Gang
Prevention for New Immigrant and
Refugee Youth in BC. The report was
the result of a three month community
based research project with immigrant and
refugee youth ages 13–23 who had been in
Canada for six years or less. Drawing from
focus groups that were held throughout
the lower mainland, the study:
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tMPPLFEBUSJTLGBDUPSTBTTPDJBUFE
with the involvement of adolescent
newcomers to gang activity in BC
tFYQMPSFEJOEJWJEVBM GBNJMZ TDIPPM
and community factors that deter
immigrant and refugee youth from
getting involved in criminal activity
tJEFOUJëFEBQQSPBDIFTUIBUNJHIUEFUFS
newcomer youth from getting involved
in gangs by creating a supportive and
positive environment.
The research was a collaboration
between the National Crime Prevention
Centre, through the Ministry of
Public Safety and Solicitor General
and Immigrant Services Society of
BC’s Multicultural Youth Circle (MY
Circle) to look at preconceived notions
about immigrant and refugee youth. It
summarizes the challenges they face in

the settlement and integration process,
while promoting activities and programs
that support how youth and families
adapt. One significant finding is that
upon arriving, newcomer youth are
not likely to become involved in gangs.
However, the longer they are in Canada,
the higher the risk of being involved with
criminal activity. In addition, the research
emphasizes the positive qualities of
immigrant and refugee youth and touches
on culturally responsive approaches
in BC that discourage newcomer
youth from joining gangs. Some of the
recommendations involve:
tFBSMZJOUFSWFOUJPOBOETVTUBJOFE
support for youth and their families
tFOHBHJOHGBNJMJFTBOEUIFZPVUIJO
conversation
tBQQSPBDIJOHZPVUIBTJOEJWJEVBMT
tDSFBUJOHQPTJUJWFQFFSUPQFFSTVQQPSU
that recognizes experiences, challenges
and strengths
tJOUFHSBUJOHFMFNFOUTPGBOUJPQQSFTTJPO
training.
The findings confirm that immigrant
and refugee youth who have recently
immigrated to Canada are unlikely to
engage in criminal activity. Nevertheless,
there needs to be more research on
newcomer youth and gangs. Although
immigrant and refugee youth continue
to face significant challenges in their
settlement process, culturally responsive
support could create the environment
needed to lower their risk of becoming
involved in gangs.
Nathalie Lozano is the Program Manager
of the Multicultural Youth Circle Program
at Immigrant Services Society of BC.
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Innovative high school program provides
framework for students to succeed
by Laida Falsetto, Mirella Gargiulo and Dave Rawnsley

B

yrne Creek Community
Secondary School is a unique
and dynamic school in southeast
Burnaby. Since opening in
2005, the school has been committed to
providing a safe, caring and comprehensive
learning environment for 1,250 students
in grades 8–12. The school provides a
warm and welcoming atmosphere and
creates flexible, student-centred programs
designed to meet the needs of all students.
The Byrne Creek community is very
diverse. More than 60% of Byrne Creek’s
students were born outside of Canada and
represent more than 70 countries of origin.
Between 2005 and 2009, Burnaby received
22% of all Government Assisted Refugees
in BC (Changing Faces, Changing
Neighbourhoods: ISS, 2010). Most of
these families settled in the communities
of Edmonds and Richmond Park along
the Kingsway corridor.
The diversity and changing face
of the community has provided
wonderful opportunities for Byrne Creek
Community Secondary School. It is where
students, families and staff come together
to celebrate, share and appreciate the
cultural richness of the community. It has
become the hub through which families
access information and resources, and
connect with one another.
The unique nature and fluidity of the
community have also challenged the school
and community to develop programs to
meet the needs of our students. Paving A
Way for Success (P.A.W.S.) is an example of
one such program.
P.A.W.S. was originally developed by
school staff to support immigrant students
who entered the Canadian public school
system late in their high school years. The
program provided targeted workplace
learning opportunities and community
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connections to develop reading, writing,
numeracy and workplace skills. Over
the past two years, school and district
staff have built on this foundation and
expanded P.A.W.S. into a comprehensive
district program that provides wraparound support, essential skills and
incremental workplace training for
students aged 16 to 19.
Students selected for P.A.W.S. work with
staff to develop a personal learning plan.
Through the development of the plan, the
students’ personal journeys are explored
and their academic, social and emotional
needs identified. This process helps establish
the foundation from which future goals,
objectives and learning take place.
The P.A.W.S. program is divided into
two distinct phases. In the first phase,
students concentrate on achieving personal
success, uncovering skills, goal setting,
communication and safety skills. During
the second phase, students deepen their
learning through community work
experience placements. Throughout the
work experience, an employment coach
and Youth Worker support the students by
scaffolding job specific skills and making
connections to the learning taking place in

the classroom. Some of the essential skills
students develop include reading text,
using documents, oral communication,
critical thinking skills, working with
others, and computer skills. The work
placements allow students the opportunity
to practice English in a meaningful
context, learn about Canadian culture and
gain work skills that will assist them in
transitioning to life outside of school.
The P.A.W.S. program has had a
positive impact in the lives of students at
Byrne Creek. There have been noticeable
improvements in all measureable areas
of knowledge and skill development, a
marked improvement in the confidence
of the students, and a strengthened
connection between the students, their
families and the school. We are very
proud of our students and committed to
the further development of the program
and the strengthening of our community
partnerships.
Dave Rawnsley is the principal of Bryne
Creek Community Secondary School.
-BJEB'BMTFśPBOE.JSFMMB(BSHJVMPBSF
teachers responsible for coordinating the
P.A.W.S. program.
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Bi-cultural identity as an academic variable
Dr. Lee Gunderson

Culture
Culture is a complex concept, so I will
not attempt to define it here. It’s clear to
me, however, that the rate at which young
immigrants integrate into the school
system depends on how much distance
they put between their first cultures and
the cultures of schools in Canada. If
secondary teachers don’t take an interest
in students’ languages and cultures, ESL
students will continue failing to learn. To
be successful in school, immigrants must
surrender great parts of their language and
culture. Becoming integrated into a school
environment is difficult.

Integration is complex
Canadian teenagers often find it difficult
to fit into school social environments.
Young immigrant students frequently
struggle with the nearly impossible tasks
of becoming adults, being submerged
in a dominant second language and
culture, learning English and learning
in English, and surviving as immigrants
all at the same time. It’s not unusual for
teenage immigrants to feel betrayed by
their parents because they had little or no
say in the decision to leave their friends
and home countries to immigrate to
Canada. Add to that the fact that now
they face lives without the support of their
childhood friendships and are coping with
the changes taking place in their bodies as
they transition into adulthood. But their
integration into Canadian schools is even
more complex and difficult than that of
Canadian students because of significant
differences in their socio-economic status,
their first language learning backgrounds,
and their English abilities.

First language schooling
In many respects how well a student
integrates into a school system may
depend on whether or not they have
previously been in school. The cultural
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atmosphere of schools determines studentteacher interactions, students’ attitudes
toward teaching and learning, parental
views of teaching and learning, and the
adoption of particular curricula and
teaching approaches. A Cantonese student
participating in a study told researchers,
“In Hong Kong all we do, memorize,
memorize, memorize, day and night, five
hours homework every day. In Vancouver
all we do is think, think, think, nothing
more. It’s hard to think when the teacher
doesn’t tell you what to do.”
Some parents view these differences
negatively and enrol their children in afterschool programs such as Sylvan Learning
and Kumon Math so that they learn the
material parents think they don’t get in
school. These parents have the resources
to support their children’s learning in
significant ways. A group of Chinese
Canadian parents who were unhappy
with the work their children were doing
in public schools, developed plans for a
traditional school. One school district has
faced considerable pressure from a Chinese
Parents Association to adopt traditional
teaching approaches, including uniforms,
memorization, workbooks, and a return
to the basics. In other cases, some of the
immigrant youth have never been to school
and do not understand expectations related
to teaching and learning. Their integration
into the school system is, perhaps, the
most difficult and many drop out. There
are other dynamics as well. A 16-year old
Spanish student remarked that “There are
bad people from Honduras, they come and
sell drugs and steal and make everything
hard for you. Everybody think we are all
dealers, on the streets. Canadians don’t like
us, Chinese don’t like us, police don’t like
us, teachers don’t like us, no one like us,
they think we are all bad.”

Socio-economic status
Canadian immigration policy favours

families who are financially well off.
It also tends to exaggerate differences
related to socio-economic status. There
are rich refugees, but they tend to move
to certain parts of the lower mainland.
Other refugee families are poor and their
children have interrupted or no schooling
backgrounds. Some immigrant groups
can afford to hire multiple tutors for their
children, while others have trouble simply
managing to survive. They cannot afford
to scaffold their children’s learning and
as a result the students often do poorly
in school and many drop out. There
is an unfortunate chance relationship
between socio-economic status and
cultural group membership. Mandarinspeaking students achieve at a higher
level than Cantonese-speaking students,
Cantonese-speaking students outperform
Vietnamese-speaking students, who
outperform Spanish-speaking students.
Mandarin speakers succeed in school at
a higher level because generally they are
from the highest socio-economic group,
while Spanish-speaking students are most
often in the lowest socio-economic group.
There is no basic difference in intelligence
among these groups. There are successful
Spanish-speakers who have completed
Ph.D. studies at UBC. However, there
are unfortunate systemic socio-economic
differences that generally affect how well
students integrate and succeed in school.

English ability
Schools in British Columbia are Englishonly instructional institutions. While there
are French-Immersion classes and schools
and a very small number of first language
possibilities such as Punjabi and Mandarin
bilingual classes, mainstream instruction
is in English and the immigrant’s first task
is to learn enough to be able to succeed
in society and in academic courses.
Integration into mainstream academic
classes requires that students learn
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academic English. Cummins (1981, 2000)
identified two broad categories of English
ability; Basic Interpersonal Communicative
Skills (BICS), and Cognitive Academic
Language Proficiency (CALP). BICS is
learned on the average in about two to
three years, while CALP takes about five
to seven years. A 16 year-old immigrant
student may have 0-level English ability,
never have gone to school, and have
limited family scaffolding, while another
16 year-old may have BICS but not CALP,
lots of school experiences, and a family
that scaffolds her schooling in various
ways. There are thousands of variations
in background that affect students’
integration. A significant integration
problem is one experienced by students
who have developed BICS and may sound
quite fluent in English. However, they
may lack CALP and not be able to succeed
in academic classes. Based on their BICS
ability, their parents often want them out
of ESL classes and into academic classes
where the result is often failure.

Conclusion
Secondary schools are complex
environments filled with young human
beings who belong to multiple cultures.
The immigrant student has a first culture,
a complex set of beliefs and attitudes
learned through interactions with family,
friends, and other members of their group.
There is also a mainstream culture to be
socialized into. However, there are other
cultures that appeal to immigrants.
There is also a culture related to the
English used in rap music, movies,
and pop cultures. Immigrant
students can become lost in
the spaces between various
identities: the teenager, the
immigrant, the first-language
speaker, the individual from
the first culture, the individual
socializing into a second language
and culture, the individual with neither a
dominant first or second culture, but not
fitting in with either culture. A sense of
belonging contributes significantly to one’s
identity. Immigrant students from the
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same language groups often stick together.
They find support and affirmation, indeed,
a sense of identity and self- worth from
membership in the group that is not easy
to find outside of the group. Yet, teachers
and fellow students take a negative view
of these relationships. In many ways, the
degree that a student succeeds in school in
Canada is a direct measure of the degree
to which they let go of their first culture.
Integration is a complex and formidable
undertaking for immigrant students.

Dr. Lee Gunderson is a Professor in the
-BOHVBHF-JUFSBDZ&EVDBUJPO%FQBSUNFOU
BU6#$XIFSFIFUFBDIFTVOEFSHSBEVBUF
and graduate courses in the theory and
practice of ESL/EFL reading instruction. He
has conducted research on the language
and academic achievement of immigrant
students over the last 30 years.
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Resources
SCHOOLS
Settlement Workers in Schools
Many school districts in British Columbia employ settlement workers in schools to address the settlement and integration needs
of immigrant students and their families. These specialists can be of great assistance to families and school staff, helping to ease the
transition of newcomers to school. www.welcomebc.ca/en/service_providers/programs/settlement_program/stream1/swis.html
EDUCATION RESOURCES (Kindergarten to Grade 12)
Career/Life Transitions
ĳF.JOJTUSZPG&EVDBUJPOEPDVNFOU$BSFFS-JGF5SBOTJUJPOTGPS4UVEFOUTXJUI%JWFSTF/FFET"3FTPVSDF(VJEFGPS4DIPPMTPĻFST
information about transitions for English language learners (pages 43 to 51).
www.bced.gov.bc.ca/specialed/docs/moe_clt_resource_rb0144.pdf
Diversity
This Ministry of Education document provides a framework to assist the school system in its ongoing efforts to create and maintain
learning and working environments that are responsive to the diverse social and cultural needs of the communities it serves.
%JWFSTJUZJO#$4DIPPMT"'SBNFXPSLXXXCDFEHPWCDDBEJWFSTJUZEJWFSTJUZ@GSBNFXPSLQEG
English as a Second Language
The following Ministry of Education documents pertain to policy and guidelines for English as a Second Language programs in
British Columbia’s public school.
&OHMJTIBTB4FDPOE-BOHVBHF1PMJDZBOE(VJEFMJOFTXXXCDFEHPWCDDBFTMQPMJDZHVJEFMJOFTQEG
English as a Second Language Standards www.bced.gov.bc.ca/esl/standards.pdf
&OHMJTIBTB4FDPOE-BOHVBHF-FBSOFST"(VJEFGPS$MBTTSPPN5FBDIFSTXXXCDFEHPWCDDBFTMQPMJDZDMBTTSPPNQEG
&OHMJTIBTB4FDPOE-BOHVBHF-FBSOFST"(VJEFGPS&4-4QFDJBMJTUTXXXCDFEHPWCDDBFTMQPMJDZTQFDJBMQEG
Safe Schools
ĳF.JOJTUSZPG&EVDBUJPOT4BGF $BSJOHBOE0SEFSMZ4DIPPMT"(VJEFQSPWJEFTQSPWJODJBMTUBOEBSETGPSDPEFTPGDPOEVDUBOE
identifies attributes of and outlines strategies for safe, caring, and orderly schools. The guide was developed to support boards of
education and schools as they strive to make the schools of our province as safe, caring, and orderly as possible.
4BGF $BSJOHBOE0SEFSMZ4DIPPMT"(VJEFXXXCDFEHPWCDDBTDPHVJEFTDPHVJEFQEG
Special Education
2011 Child Poverty Report Card This annual report card provides detailed statistics on child poverty in BC, and make
recommendations for ending poverty. www.firstcallbc.org/pdfs/economicequality/3-reportcard2011.pdf

4QFDJBM&EVDBUJPO4FSWJDFT".BOVBMPG1PMJDJFT 1SPDFEVSFTBOE(VJEFMJOFT
www.bced.gov.bc.ca/specialed/special_ed_policy_manual.pdf
AMSSA Newcomer Children Information Exchange (ANCIE) Provides information on programs and resources for British Columbian
service providers, educators, policy makers and the general public on newcomer children (age 0-12) www.amssa.org/ancie
&NCSBDJOH%JWFSTJUZ4IBSJOH0VS4POHTBOE3IZNFT A public education project that encourages learning about cultural diversity
and promotes inclusiveness. http://bpl.bc.ca.nmsrv.com/kids/embracing-diversity/about-this-project
Enhanced Child Care Logic Model Provides early learning opportunities to preschool-age immigrant children and to help immigrant
language-learners support their children’s early development. www.elsanet.org/pdf/EnhancedChildCareLogicModel.pdf
Enhancing Child Care for Refugee Families%FTJHOFEUPIFMQBHFODJFTJODSFBTFUIFJSDBQBDJUZUPTFSWFSFGVHFFDMJFOUTBOEQSPWJEF
them with a spectrum of child care options. www.brycs.org/documents/EnhancingChildCare.pdf
ELSA NET – Provides a lengthy list of resources for Childhood Educators. www.elsanet.org-site-resources-links-childcare-educators
Positive Parenting Videos For newcomer families; available in four languages.
www.mcf.gov.bc.ca/child_protection/positive_parenting.htm
6NPKB0QFSBUJPO$PNQBTTJPO4PDJFUZ (www.umojaoperationcompassion.org) Helps new African immigrants and other ethnic
HSPVQTJOUFHSBUF QMVTIFMQTJNQSPWFUIFRVBMJUZPGMJGFJO"GSJDB8JUIBXJEFSBOHFPGQSPHSBNTUIBUTFSWFOFXDPNFSTUP#$ 6NPKB
IBTEFWFMPQFEB/FFET"TTFTTNFOUBOE4FSWJDFT%FMJWFSZ1MBOGPS"GSJDBO*NNJHSBOUTBOE3FGVHFFTJO7BODPVWFS.FUSPQPMJUBO
Area – British Columbia. www.umojaoperationcompassion.org/needsassessment
Welcoming Newcomer Children: The Settlement of Young Immigrants and Refugees A resource for teachers and others with an
interest in supporting young newcomers from birth through age eight. www.welcomingchildren.ca
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Mind Buster

quiz

ANSWERS

1. Among recent immigrant families, the median family income is less than non-immigrant families. How much lower is it?
a) 35%
2. Newcomers, especially those from non-European countries, tend to have a higher level of physical health when they
first arrive to Canada, compared to Canadian-born residents. Once in Canada their health status … c) tends to
decline over time
3. Between 2004 and 2008, what percentage of refugees was under the age of 12? b) 24%
4. In structuring culturally appropriate supports for immigrant children and their families, which of the following is not
recommended for service providers? c) evaluating a child’s development based on his/her language abilities
or behaviour
5. In Canada, what percentage of children from recent immigrant families lives in poverty? d) 48%
6. In Canada refugee children who attend school are considered international students. a) True
7. Which of the following is not true for preliterate students? d) literacy in native language
*OXIJDIUISFF(SFBUFS7BODPVWFSNVOJDJQBMJUJFT EPWJTJCMFNJOPSJUJFTNBLFVQBNBKPSJUZPGUIFQPQVMBUJPO 
b) Burnaby, Richmond and Vancouver
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Post Script

Project Sabr: Human Trafficking Investigation
Our Post Script story provides readers with a follow-up to the topic we covered in our previous edition, Human Trafficking

by Sergeant Rich Akin
In Farsi, “sabr” is defined as: probing (a wound); testing; trying;
examining (any business) to the bottom.
You might wonder why I’m giving you the definition of a Farsi
word. Often when we begin an investigation and it morphs into
a complex and involved project, we’re tasked with finding an
appropriate name for it. In this case, sabr defines exactly what
we did and couldn’t be more apt in terms of what we wanted to
achieve.
While some of the results of Project Sabr are complete, with
an arrest made and charges laid, there remains more work for
us to do. Information about the victims and any witnesses
are the subject of a publication ban, but today I will share
with you what I can of the limited details of Project Sabr.
Reza Moazami, a 27 year old Vancouver resident, was
arrested in a single family residence located in South
Vancouver, by the VPD’s Vice Unit on October 7, 2011.
At that time, Moazami was arrested and charged with
two counts of living on the avails of prostitution of a
juvenile and one count of keeping a common bawdy
house and he was remanded into custody.
During the course of arresting Moazami, two juvenile
females were found within the residence and were
taken into care.
Prior to this arrest, Project Sabr began back in August, when
Moazami was identified as a suspect in a prostitution-related
probe. Sabr quickly developed into an investigation into juvenile
prostitution and suspected inter-provincial human trafficking.
Despite the arrest and charges on October 7, our work was not
done, and over the course of the next two weeks we probed all of
the details, discovered new information and worked to develop
evidence to support more charges.
On October 25, 2011, Reza Moazami was formally charged by the
Provincial Crown, with a total of 18 criminal offences. The October
7 charges were included in the indictment laid on October 25, 2011.
These offences are alleged to have occurred between February 2009
and October 2011 against four juvenile females (below the age of
18 years).
The charges laid to date include the following:
tGPVSDPVOUTPGMJWJOHPOUIFBWBJMTPGBKVWFOJMF ëWFZFBS
minimum mandatory sentence if convicted)
tGPVSDPVOUTPGMJWJOHPOUIFBWBJMTPGBKVWFOJMFXIJMFVTJOH 
threatening to use or attempting to use violence, intimidation/
coercion (five-year minimum mandatory sentence if
convicted)
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tGPVSDPVOUTPGUSBï
DLJOHJOQFSTPOTVOEFSUIFBHFPG18
(five-year minimum mandatory sentence)
tUXPDPVOUTPGTFYVBMJOUFSGFSFODF
tGPVSDPVOUTPGTFYVBMFYQMPJUBUJPO
This is only the second time in Vancouver Police history that
human trafficking charges have been laid in a case of sex trade
workers and the first involving youth.
[ …]
Project Sabr does not end here. Vice Unit Detectives are still actively
investigating the activities of Reza Moazami and are encouraging
anyone with pertinent information relating to this case to contact
investigators in the VPD Vice Unit at vpd.vice@vpd.ca or by
contacting Crime Stoppers at 1.800.222-8477.
Sergeant Rich Akin is attached to the Vancouver Police
%FQBSUNFOU 7JDF6OJUĳ
 FTUPSZJTUBLFOGSPNIJTPľ
DJBM
announcement of the charges.
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Member Organizations
411 Seniors Centre Society

Multicultural Family Centre

Abbotsford Community Services (ACS)

Multicultural Helping House Society (MHHS)

Association of BC TEAL (Teachers of English as an Additional Language)

Multicultural Heritage Society (MHS) - Prince George

Association of Neighbourhood Houses BC (ANHBC)

Multifaith Action Society of BC

BC Human Rights Coalition (BCHRC)

Nelson Community Services Centre

BC Teachers Federation - Social Justice Program (BCTF - SJP)

North Shore Multicultural Society (NSMS)

Burnaby Family Life Institute

OPTIONS: Surrey Community Services Society

Campbell River & Area Multicultural and Immigrant Services Association
(CRMISA)

Pacific Community Resources Society

Canadian Cancer Society - BC & Yukon Division

Progressive Inter-cultural Community Services Society (PICS)

Canadian Mental Health Association - BC Division

Richmond Multicultural Concerns Society

Canadian Red Cross Lower Mainland Region - Abuse Prevention Services

Richmond Intercultural Advisory Committee

Central Vancouver Island Multicultural Society (CVIMS)

SCOUTS Canada

Chilliwack Community Services

Settlement Orientation Services (SOS)

Chimo Crisis Services - Richmond

Shuswap Settlement Services Society

Collingwood Neighbourhood House (CNH)

Skeena Diversity Society

Community Connections Society of Southeast BC

Social Planning & Research Council of BC (SPARC)

Community Legal Assistance Society (CLAS)

Society for Intercultural Education, Training and Research (SIETAR)

Comox Valley Community Adult Literacy and Learning Society

South Island Dispute Resolution Centre Society

Cowichan Intercultural Society (CIS)

South Okanagan Immigrant and Community Services (SOICS)

DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society

South Vancouver Neighbourhood House

ELSA Net

SUCCESS (United Chinese Community Enrichment Services Society)

Family Education and Support Centre

Supporting Women’s Alternative Network

Family Services of Greater Vancouver (FSGV)

Tenant Resource & Advisory Centre

Immigrant & Multicultural Services Society (IMSS)

Terrace & District Multicultural Association (TDMA)

Immigrant Services Society of BC (ISS)
Inland Refugee Society of BC (IRS)

Vancouver and Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support Services
(VLMMFSS)

Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria (ICA)

Vancouver Association for Survivors of Torture (VAST)

Jewish Family Service Agency (JFSA)

Vancouver Multicultural Society (VMS)

Kamloops Immigrant Services

Vernon & District Immigrant Services Society (VDISS)

Kamloops Multicultural Society

Victoria Immigrant and Refugee Centre Society (VIRCS)

Kelowna Community Resources Society

West Coast Legal Education and Action Fund

Kitimat Multicultural Society

Westcoast Child Care Resource Centre (WCCRC)

Kiwassa Neighbourhood Services Association

Westcoast Family Resources Society

Langley Community Services Society (LCSS)

Women Against Violence Against Women / Rape Crises Centre

Legal Services Society of BC (LSS)

YMCA Connections

Little Mountain Neighbourhood House Society (LMNHS)

YMCA of Greater Vancouver

Mission Community Services Society (MCSS)

YWCA Vancouver International

MOSAIC

Pacific Immigrant Resources Society (PIRS)

